	
  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NeTLIMS to Highlight New Automatic Printing and Specimen
Tracking and Retrieval Systems at AACC 2012 Annual Meeting
Teaneck, NJ, July 21, 2012 - NeTLIMS™ NJ, LLC, a provider of advanced Laboratory
Information Systems (LIS), will be showcasing its two newest products, AutoPrinter and
AutoStars, at the American Association for Clinical Chemistry (AACC) 2012 Annual Meeting &
Clinical Lab Expo, July 15-19 in Los Angeles, California.
As the largest dedicated clinical laboratory meeting in the world, the AACC 2012 Annual
Meeting will allow attendees to learn about new science and technology in all areas of clinical
diagnostics, automation, information systems, point-of-care, OEM and biotech. In addition, the
conference provides laboratory professionals with an opportunity to interact with colleagues,
peers and experts from around the world.
NeTLIMS’ new automatic printing system, AutoPrinter, is designed for remote printing and
eliminates the need for faxes and standalone remote printers. AutoPrinter is based on Web
services and can communicate with any Windows-supported printer. The solution allows remote
users to define their preferred print schedule for on-demand results report printing and provides
a daily summary of all reports while saving a log file and history for reprint purposes.
AutoStars™, the company’s specimen tracking and retrieval system, provides specimen storage
management capabilities including placement in storage, retrieval, disposal and history tracking
of labs’ specimens for both initial testing and follow-up add-ons ordered by laboratory clients. It
alerts laboratory aids of tests pending for a specific sample as they scan samples for storage,
thereby ensuring that the sample is distributed to the proper department.
“These two products are fully integrated with our AutoLims® advanced laboratory information
system and help streamline workflow for laboratory professionals,” explained Gerald Choder,
Vice President of Sales and Marketing for NeTLIMS. “We’re excited to show the AACC
exhibitors how our solutions can not only meet but exceed their laboratory needs.”
Attendees of the AACC 2012 Annual Meeting can visit NeTLIMS at Booth #315.
About NeTLIMS NJ, LLC
NeTLIMS develops, markets and supports the AutoLIMS product suite. Since 1996, AutoLIMS
has been powering hundreds of medium to large clinical laboratories in hospitals and
commercial laboratories worldwide. NeTLIMS customers include Quest Diagnostics, leading
state-of-the-art hospitals, HMOs (including Clalit Health Services – world’s second largest HMO)
and hundreds of laboratory installations, both nationally and globally. Simply powerful AutoLIMS is lightning fast and extremely intuitive. AutoLIMS supports the complete needs of all
types of clinical laboratories, from an individual lab to a network of laboratories. A perfect
combination of excellent client services, cutting edge technology, unparalleled customizability
and extendibility allows AutoLIMS to provide state of the art solutions for all disciplines inside
the laboratory and for all stages of the testing process. For additional information, please see:
http://www.netlims.com.
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